Architectural Drawing – Representing and Interpreting the Built Environment

Brief Course Description
“Drawing is a way of thinking” as Peter Eisenman insightfully points out. The course fosters an
understanding of key principles, and hence an appreciation, of architectural drawing through
analytical drawing techniques. It offers historical and theoretical investigation of key
approaches to representation and interpretation of architecture (including Renaissance
perspective, Baroque multi-perspectives, contemporary adoptions of axonometric projection,
chronophotography and collage, and Deconstructivist drawings), which is complemented by
practical exploration of architectural drawing.
Different modes of appreciation of architectural drawing are investigated: perspective as a
faithful and artistic representation of what we see and the embodiment of “a static ideal”; multiperspectives and chronophotography as ways of democratizing space, highlighting the
experience of movement and sense of infinity; collage as a spatial field for testing the part-topart relationship, aiming to create a new whole which communicates either the sense of
harmony or disharmony, peace or restlessness; Deconstructivist drawings as an analytical reconstruction of objective (axonometric) projection, proposing an appreciation of a pure logical
or subjective transformation of the reality, opening up a new horizon for imagination.

Aims
The course aims to acquaint students with architectural drawing as one of the significant visual
art forms for appreciation, relating visual arts with our bodies, postures, movements, events,
narratives, imagination, visual projection, space, built environment and so on. It explains the
principles of objective representation and subjective interpretation, their corresponding aesthetic
values and meanings as well as their execution in architectural drawing.

Learning Outcomes
On completion of the course, students will:
1. learn the basic skills of making rough architectural sketches and accurate architectural
drawings by different tools such as charcoal, sketch pencil, marker and brush;
2. be able to critically reflect on the themes/issues through engaging in drawing practice;
3. understand the historical development of architectural drawing and key themes/issues
that have engaged the contemporary practice, e.g. the issue of objectivity and
subjectivity in drawing;
4. be familiar with different modes of appreciation of architectural drawing, and hence
enhance their appreciative skill to engage with this medium;
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5. understand definitions of architectural aesthetics and meanings communicated by
different drawing traditions;
6. be capable of integrating the knowledge of architectural drawing into what they have
already learned about the practice of art or visual culture in general;
7. learn to produce guided and self-directed drawing projects.

Indicative Content
-

Basic genres: sketch and accurate drawing;
Two-dimensional drawing: line weight, shape, colour, contrast, composition, plan,
elevation and section;
Three-dimensional drawing: form, solid and void, spatial arrangement, rhythm,
axonometric and perspective;
Four-dimensional drawing: event-space and time-space continuum;
Analytical approach to architectural drawing to show the cultural contexts, aesthetics
and meanings of selected drawing examples from Renaissance perspective, Baroque
multi-perspectives,
contemporary
adoptions
of
axonometric
projection,
chronophotography and collage, and Deconstructivist drawings;
Theoretical and experiential perspectives on making representation and/or interpretation,
investigating the issue of objectivity and subjectivity in drawing.

-

-

Teaching Method
Lecture, tutorial, guided practice, site visit; encouraging participation and using as many
examples as possible.

Assessment of Learning Outcome
Assignment
1. Portfolio of drawings
-

Percentage

1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 7

35%

3, 4 and 5

15%

3, 4, 5 and 6

30%

Guided and self-directed projects;
Selected works will be exhibited

2. Presentation
-

Learning Outcome

Pinup work and oral presentation

3. Research Essay
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-

2,500 words
References to the required readings and
supplementary texts are required

4. Active and consistent participation
-

20%

Including answering questions in tutorials
and taking part in the two local site visits
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